We explore neural network and related heuristic methods for the fast approximate solution of the Maximum Clique problem. One of these algorithms, Mean Field Annealing, is implemented on the Connection Machine CM-5 and a fast annealing schedule is experimentally evaluated on random graphs, as well as on several benchmark graphs. The other algorithms, which perform certain randomized local search operations, are evaluated on the same benchmark graphs, and on Sanchis graphs. One of our algorithms adjusts its internal parameters as its computation evolves. On Sanchis graphs, it nds signi cantly larger cliques than the other algorithms do.
Introduction
In earlier work, we applied several neural network heuristics to the approximate solution of the maximum clique problem Jag92, JR92, Jag93]. In the current paper, we present improvements to our previous work as well as extensions to new related algorithms and their experimental evaluation.
The focus of our improvements is the following. In our previous studies, the two heuristics that performed the best, in terms of size of clique obtained, were also the slowest. The current paper describes work by two of us (A.J. and R.G.) that signi cantly decreases the running time of one of them, while lowering the size of the clique that it obtains only slightly. This has allowed us to handle larger graphs than earlier.
The focus of our extensions is as follows. In our previous studies, we tested our heuristics on three di erent distributions of graphs: one which provides a sharp estimate of maximum clique size, the other two do not provide any useful bound. The current paper describes work by one of us (L.S.) that tests the neural network heuristics, as well as some related ones she has formulated, on a di erent class of distributions, based on generating graphs of pre-speci ed maximum clique sizes. The heuristics have been run on these test cases, both to evaluate their performance, and to improve the test case generators.
One of us (A.J.) has formulated a new variant of one of the neural network heuristics, inspired by another idea from neural networks called reinforcement learning. This algorithm continually adjusts its internal parameters as its computation evolves. On the Sanchis graphs, this algorithm works better than the others.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the neural network heuristics. Section 3 presents our improvements to Mean Field Annealing. Section 4 presents the test case generators of L.S. and their extensive experimental evaluation on our algorithms. Section 5 presents the results of all our heuristics on the benchmark graphs. Section 6 compares the performance of our algorithms on benchmark graphs with that of other methods. Section 7 is the conclusion, which is followed by some discussion on complexity and scaling, the neural network framework, and the organization of the algorithms into a society. Earlier encodings of the Maximum Clique problem in Hop eld networks, di erent than the one above, are in BGS87, KA89, SDR90] . Encoding Maximum Clique in a Hop eld Network is equivalent to formulating it as an unconstrained quadratic minimization problem.
We now present two algorithms for approximately solving Maximum Clique on instances encoded in Hop eld Networks. (The rst one, Discrete Descent, is in fact an algorithm-schema, which is instantiated to give several algorithms.) These algorithms work with any of the above-mentioned encodings though our previous and current experiments employ only our encoding. These algorithms are inherently suited for parallel (SIMD) implementation, and we describe them in a form which emphasizes this. In particular we make heavy use of vector operations. if E k 0 then exit /* no vertex label can switch, this is a stable state */ if V k = 1 then f S k 1; n n + W k g else f S k 0; n n ? W k g endloop F is a function that returns the index i of a vertex v i such that E i < 0 or the index of any vertex if this condition cannot be satis ed. Di erent instantiations of F lead to di erent instances of the generic algorithm Discrete Descent. By such a choice of F, the algorithm minimizes the \energy" function ?(1=2)S T WS ?Ĩ TS during its operation and hence always terminates Hop82]. On our encoding, the discrete local minima of the above \energy" function are exactly the maximal cliques of the encoded graph Jag92]. Thus any instance of Discrete Descent on our encoding retrieves a maximal clique of the encoded graph. We have also shown that any instance of Discrete Descent on our encoding terminates in 2N steps Jag93].
Discrete Descent
It is useful to note that the above algorithm, hence its SD and SSD instantiations presented below, is problem-independent. It is applicable to any problem encoded in the weights W and biases I (in our case, the Maximum Clique problem). Further, di erent instantiations of F lead to di erent (problem-independent) instances of the algorithm-schema Discrete Descent (on our encoding, di erent heuristics for maximum clique).
Steepest Descent. Steepest Descent (SD) is a greedy deterministic instance of Discrete Descent in which F returns the index of the vertex whose E i is minimum. Ties are broken lexicographically.
Let SD(U 0 ) denote starting with the initial state U 0 (i.e., U 0 represents an initial assignment of labels to the vertices) and terminating at a local minimum of the earlier-mentioned energy function (in our case, a maximal clique). SD(U 0 ), on our Maximum Clique encoding, emulates the following greedy clique-nding algorithm. First, vertices from U 0 are deleted one by one until the state, call it U 1 , is a clique; then vertices in V nU 1 are added one by one to U 1 until the state, call it U 2 , is a maximal clique. Consider a step in the deletion phase when the state is S. If S is not a clique, the vertex deleted from S in the next step has least degree in G S], the subgraph induced by S.
Stochastic Steep Descent. Stochastic Steep Descent (SSD) is a randomized instance of
Discrete Descent in which F returns the index based on the following probability distribution on E:
Let SSD(U 0 ; M; k) denote up to M runs of SSD, each run starting from the same initial state U 0 (i.e., U 0 represents an initial assignment of labels to the vertices) and terminating at a state representing a clique. If a clique of size k is found in any run, then the algorithm is terminated after that run and the clique is output. If not, then the largest clique found in the M runs is output.
As an example, SSD(;; 1; N), on our Maximum Clique encoding, emulates in parallel form the following randomized clique-nding algorithm. The initial state is the empty set. It is extended to a maximal clique by adding randomly selected vertices one by one while keeping every intermediate state a clique.
Stochastic Steep Descent with Reinforcement Learning. Stochastic Steep Descent with
Reinforcement Learning (SSD RL ) is an extension of SSD that adds to it a mechanism for reinforcement learning|a kind of learning that is important in both biological and arti cial neural networks. Reinforcement learning is useful in learning di cult sequential tasks, for example to balance a pole, in which usually the only feedback from the environment comes in the form of a reinforcement (or penalty) at the end of one trial on the task, for example when the pole drops. One of the rst in uential papers on this topic is BSA83]. Energy minimization by one run of SSD may be viewed as a sequential task. The quality of the local minima reached in the end (size of the maximal clique on our encoding) may be used to generate a reinforcement (reward or penalty) value. Relatively successful runs may be rewarded and relatively unsuccessful ones punished. This leads to our algorithm, which is more precisely as follows.
Let SSD RL (U 0 ; M; k) denote up to M runs of SSD RL , each run starting from the same initial state U 0 and terminating at a state representing a clique. If a clique of size k is found in any run, then the algorithm is terminated after that run and the clique is output. If not, then the largest clique found in the M runs is output. SSD RL di ers from SSD in that after every run, the external vertex biases I i are adjusted based on the quality of the clique found in that run. Before the rst run, I :=1; 1 = 2 := 0:5 where I is the external biases vector, and 1 ; 2 are real-valued scalars. Let k (i) denote the size of the largest clique found after i runs of SSD RL (U 0 ). Let C be the clique We write this algorithm using vector operations to emphasize its suitability for parallel SIMD implementation. Note thatmin,max, and b. . .c are all vector functions, generalized from their scalar versions in the usual way. Consider jCj > k (i) . The statement after the THEN part is executed, which increases I i only for those components i whose S i = 1, that is whose vertices are in the clique C. Thus the vertices in C are rewarded for belonging to a clique larger than one previously found. Similarly, if jCj k (i) , the ELSE part penalizes the vertices in C. Note that I i are kept in the set f1; 2; . . .; 3Ng, which, when < ?4N, ensures that only cliques are stable states.
Note that SSD RL , as described above, is a Maximum Clique algorithm. However, it is straightforward to make it problem-independent by using energy values instead of the clique sizes.
The following computer experiment shows one graph on which SSD RL nds a larger clique than SSD, and the evolution of the process as it unfolds. A 200-vertex graph, which we shall call san200-0.9-2, was chosen for this study; its maximum clique size was known to be 60. SSD(;; ) found a clique of size 42 in 1000 runs. As shown in Table 1 , SSD RL (;; ) found a maximum clique in 160 runs. Of special interest is how this clique was found. There was some progress early (runs 1 to 23) and no progress for a long while (runs 24 to 140). Then a larger clique was found in run 141 following which much larger cliques were found rapidly in the next few runs. This shows how, Hop84] has shown that as k is decreased and I k increased, a xed point S 2 0; 1] N monotonically approaches a local minimum of the discrete \energy" function (on our encoding, a maximal clique). This provides some theoretical justi cation to our thresholding operation. Nevertheless, in all our experiments we have checked to ensure that the result after thresholding is a clique.
It is useful to note that the running time of MFA depends only on N and the annealing schedule, not on other structural properties of the graph. See Table 14 . By contrast, the running time of the SSD-type algorithms depends also on the size of the clique found though not directly on the number of edges. Again, see Table 14 . The running times of several conventional algorithms, for example those in GR93, BYDGS93] , depend more directly on the number of edges. Parallel Implementation. We rst programmed MFA on a 32-processor Connection Machine CM-5. The program was easily implemented from its description in Section 2.2, using the Fortran 90 array processing (SIMD) features of the CM-5. However, it turned out that the naive implementation of the operationS :=S + j (?S +g 1=T j (WS + I)) using matrix multiplication to compute WS was signi cantly slower than the following one. Think of the CM-5 as a set of N virtual processors P 1 ; . . .; P N . We replaced the above statement by two statements: . This had the advantage that virtual processor P i had local access to all of the data required to nd the new value of S i , eliminating communication overhead in the virtual system. First, P i computed the dot-product of the i th row of W with the i th row of S N (i.e., S) using a CM-Fortran function, then it added I i to the result, then it evaluated g 1=T j on the previous result, multiplied it with j , and nally added the previous value of S i . P i stored the nal result as the new value of S i .
A combination of built-in functions was used to computeg 1=T . The SPREAD function did need to communicate the new value of S i to every other virtual processor to construct S N however, but this was presumably accomplished e ciently by broadcasting. Though an individual dot-product hW i ; S N i i involved sequential multiplications, the dot-products themselves were done (virtually) in parallel.
Testing for Speed-up. Let MFA-CM denote our 32-node CM-5 implementation of MFA, and MFA-S denote our sequential SUN Sparc-station II implementation of MFA. Our rst experiment to test the speed-up obtained by our parallel implementation of MFA was on a single 400-vertex 0.9-random graph that we shall call G 1 400;0:9 . (This is based on the standard random graph model, see BE76, Pal85] .) One reason that we chose this graph is that on such high-density random graphs MFA signi cantly outperformed every other heuristic we evaluated Jag92, JR92]. In particular, MFA returned an average clique size of 49:94 on fty 400-vertex 0.9-random graphs whereas the second best algorithm that we evaluated returned an average clique size of 44:58 vertices. (The expected maximum clique size in 400-vertex 0.9-random graphs is 55. The closed form formula BE76, Pal85] returns the under-estimate 43.85; we obtained our accurate estimate directly from the distribution of expected number of k-cliques JR92].) We were hoping to speed up MFA signi cantly while retaining its clique size advantage over other simple heuristic methods on highdensity random graphs.
We ran MFA-CM and MFA-S, one run of each, on G 1 400;0:9 , using the same parameter settings in both runs. Both MFA-CM and MFA-S retrieved the same clique size (50) but MFA-CM was faster than MFA-S by a factor of 6:5. The absolute running time of MFA-CM was still slow however, 10:5 minutes of elapsed CPU time for one run. The MFA parameter settings used in this run were from Jag92, JR92]. In particular, the initial temperature T 0 was chosen to be 100; 000 and decreased geometrically by a factor of 0:9 in the rst three steps, and 0:5 in the remaining steps until T equalled 1. At each T, the inner loop of MFA was iterated 400 times. We do not justify these settings here; they are typical ones used in MFA applications BMM + 89].
Fast Annealing. Our second strategy for improving the running time was to attempt to nd a much faster annealing schedule that retained the performance of the slower geometric schedule. In particular, we were motivated by the following idea in BMM + 89]. In BMM + 89], the authors conducted MFA experiments on the graph bipartitioning problem with an annealing schedule which had just two iterations of the outer loop, one with T = T 0 and another with a much lower temperature T = T 1 . The authors reported that MFA with this (much faster) \quenched" annealing schedule performed nearly as well as MFA with the more gradual schedule, if T 0 was chosen judiciously, in particular, to be near a certain \critical" temperature T c associated with the particular problem instance. Table 2 reports our experimental results on G 1 400;0:9 with MFA-CM, using this two-temperature annealing schedule. In all cases, we chose T 1 = 1 and I 1 = I 0 = I. We did ve runs of MFA-CM for each setting of parameters. The fourth column reports the range of clique sizes found in the ve runs, the third the average time per run. (MFA-CM is a deterministic algorithm, however the initial state was randomized.) The \best" two-temperature annealing schedule found, in 28 seconds, a clique of size only one less than the slower annealing schedule did, which, if one recalls, took 10.5 minutes. Further Experiments with Fast Annealing. The down side of even a two-temperature schedule is that there are six free parameters (T 0 ; 0 ; I 0 ); (T 1 ; 1 ; I 1 ) of the annealing schedule, and their joint values appear di cult to systematically determine. Comparing rows 1,3, and 4 of Table 2 already indicates complications. We then conducted some more extensive experiments on how the values of these parameters a ected the clique size found. In particular, we tried to minimize the number of iterations I 0 + I 1 while preventing the size of the clique found from going down signi cantly. We chose 100-vertex 0.9-random graphs both so as to evaluate many more parameter settings and also to test if the best parameter settings would later scale up to larger graphs (see Table 4 ). Table 3 reports our experiments. Ten 100-vertex 0:9-random graphs were generated and two-temperature MFA-CM was used on them with di erent parameter values. For each set of parameter values, MFA-CM was run on each of the ten graphs thrice. The column labeled Min{Max reports two values|the average of the smallest clique found in a run, over the ten graphs, followed by the average of the largest clique found in a run, over the ten graphs. Many more parameter settings were evaluated on 100-vertex 0.9-random graphs; only select ones are reported. By suitably decreasing I 0 while suitably increasing 0 , we were able to prevent the size of the clique found by going down signi cantly. We speculate that this is because the evolution towards a local minimum at T 0 |a high temperature|involves a coarse form of local optimization, therefore reducing I 0 can be traded-o by suitably increasing 0 with minimal impact on the size of the clique found.
On exactly the same ten 100-vertex 0.9-random graphs, experiments were conducted earlier using two di erent annealing schedules JR92]. With a slow geometric annealing schedule with T 0 = 6700, i = 0:1 for all i, and I i = 100 for all i, the average clique size found was 29.7. With a schedule that involves no annealing, in particular with k = 0, T 0 = 1, 0 = 0:1, and I 0 = 100, the average clique size found was 27.2. We conclude, at least for 100-vertex 0.9-random graphs, that reducing a slow geometric schedule to one which involves two temperatures su ers little loss in performance. However reducing it further to a one-temperature schedule worsens the performance signi cantly. The second conclusion is reinforced by experiments on larger 0:9-random graphs JR92].
Fast Annealing on Larger Graphs. From Table 3 , we noted that P 1 (N) (T 0 = N; 0 = 0:5; I 0 = 0:3N; T 1 = 1; 1 = 0:1; I 1 = 0:5N), where N = 100, gave the best performance over time ratio in the experiments we did. We then tested if the parameter setting P 1 (N) would scale up to larger graphs and the running time of MFA-CM with this parameter setting on these graphs. Table 4 reports the results. The rows with the same values of N and p were tested on identical graphs. T 0 and T 1 were xed at N and 1:0 respectively. Each row represents one run of MFA-CM. The results are mixed. P 1 (N) remains amongst the best-working parameter settings on 400-vertex 0:9-random graphs. (In earlier experiments JR92] on the same ten 400-vertex 0.9-random graphs as in Table 4 , we obtained an average clique size of 50.4 with a slow geometric annealing schedule and an average clique size of 43.8 with a one-temperature schedule.) However, P 1 (N) performs relatively poorly on 1000-vertex 0:8-random graphs.
Preliminary Comparisons with Other Approaches. We now make, in Table 5 , some preliminary comparisons of our MFA results with those of other algorithms on random graphs. In a later section, we make similar, more extensive, comparisons on the benchmark graphs. All comparisons are based on information derived from the extended abstracts that researchers submitted to the DIMACS Challenge II workshop. These comparisons are meant only to give some indication of relative performance; de nitive conclusions are neither implied nor warranted.
Learning MFA Parameters. In this paragraph, we suggest that under certain conditions we may think of the discovery of good parameter values for MFA as a learning problem. This may be useful when the same parameter values are expected to work well for any member of a xed distribution of graphs, and su ciently many graphs from such a distribution are readily available to serve as the training set. (The random graph distribution appears to be one such.) For then, good parameter values could be found by systematic evaluation of many parameter settings on the training set of graphs. These values would be expected to generalize onto unseen graphs from the same distribution, in which phase no time is spent on evaluating parameter settings.
We conducted the following experiment to exemplify this methodology. We chose our distribution as that of 100-vertex 0.9-random graphs. We chose our training set as the ten 100-vertex 0.9-random graphs of Table 3 . We reinterpreted the process embodied in Table 3 as the training phase, where we arrived at P 1 (100) as the \best" parameter setting. We then ran MFA-CM, using P 1 (100) as the parameter setting, on forty di erent 100-vertex 0.9-random graphs. MFA-CM retrieved an average clique size of 29.75. On the same forty 100-vertex 0.9-random graphs, experiments were conducted earlier using two di erent annealing schedules JR92]. With a slow geometric annealing schedule with T 0 = 6700, i = 0:1 for all i, and I i = 100 for all i, the average clique size found was 30.1. With a schedule that involves no annealing, in particular with k = 0, T 0 = 1, 0 = 0:1, and I 0 = 100, the average clique size found was 28.1. This indicates that the results of P 1 (100) on the training set of ten graphs generalized to the test set of forty other graphs from the same distribution.
Brief Discussion. We conclude this section by summarizing and brie y discussing its main points. MFA is a simple algorithm and easy to implement, as we have demonstrated, on an SIMD parallel machine. Our CM-5 implementation, if used on a machine with many more processors, is expected to yield much faster running times. A fast annealing schedule often works nearly as well as the slower one. Finding good parameter values is nevertheless a problem and appears to depend on the distribution of graphs as well as on their size. Formulating the problem of nding good parameter values as a learning problem may be useful under certain conditions. Even with the best parameter settings we have found, MFA does not work as well as the best approaches we have compared it against. However in a truly massively parallel implementation, it may be signi cantly faster.
Extensions to Test Instances with Known Optimal Answers
This section describes the results obtained from running some of the algorithms described above on another class of graphs, consisting of test instances constructed to have known optimal answers. These test graphs are produced by generators based on those described in San] and San92]. Our aim is both to investigate the performance of the algorithms on another distribution of test cases, and to do an evaluation of the experimental hardness of the test cases produced by the generators.
Description of Generators
The generators produce graphs with a speci ed number of vertices and edges, and a given minimum vertex cover size. The complement of each generated graph thus has a known maximum clique size.
The basic idea behind the construction procedure is as follows. To produce a graph with n vertices, m edges, and minimum vertex cover size c, rst partition the n vertices into k = n ? c cliques;
choose all but one of the vertices in each clique to be in the cover; nally add additional edges, such that each added edge is adjacent to at least one vertex in the chosen cover. Taking the complement of this graph, we obtain a graph with maximum clique size equal to k.
In San92] it was reported that if the vertex partition into cliques, and the additional edges, are chosen at random, then the resulting graphs tend to be easily solvable by even quite simple greedy algorithms. However, if the additional edges are chosen in such a way that the average degrees of cover and noncover vertices are made equal (or as close as possible), then the resulting graphs appear to be experimentally harder. Choosing the k clique sizes as close to each other as possible also appears to produce harder graphs (relative to these greedy algorithms). The generators to be discussed here incorporate both of these variants. See San92] for more details about this construction method. It was also shown in San92] that the set of graphs produced by these generators is NP-hard, in the sense that no polynomial-time approximation algorithm can nd the optimal answer for all graphs in the set, unless P=NP.
In the course of experimentation with the algorithms described in this paper, some further modi cations were made to the generators in an e ort to produce experimentally harder graphs. Our approach involved building extra independent sets into the constructed graph, or equivalently extra cliques into the complemented graph. We suspected that the presence of relatively large cliques in the graph would tend to misdirect the stochastic algorithms towards nding these (smaller) cliques instead of the maximum clique. A few variants of this idea were considered. The following appeared to give the best results.
During the construction process, after the k cliques are formed, partition the k cliques into two classes A and B. Choose a integer parameter r (to be discussed later) and let A r be the vertex set consisting of all but r of the cover vertices in each clique in A. De ne B r similarly.
When the additional edges joining the clique vertices are chosen, do not add any edges joining two vertices in A r or two vertices in B r . Also do not add any edges joining a noncover vertex in one of the A cliques to a vertex in A r , or a noncover vertex in one of the B cliques to a vertex in B r . Note that this has the e ect of building in extra independent sets into the constructed graph, or equivalently extra cliques into the complemented graph. The number and size of these built-in cliques depend on the relative sizes of the classes A and B, and on the choice of the parameter r.
Through experimentation we determined that choosing the class sizes to be roughly equal to each other appears to produce the hardest graphs. The choice of r depends partly on the parameters of the graph, speci cally on the edge density and on the sizes of the k cliques used in the construction. In general terms, a small value for r results in more cliques being built into the (complemented) graph, but also constrains the structure of the graph: too much constraint results in less choice in the construction and in \easier" graphs. In addition, as will be shown later, the choice of r can a ect the di culty of the graphs in varying ways for di erent types of algorithms.
We denote the original generator from San92] as SimParD. The generator described in the above paragraph will be denoted as SimParD(r). Note that if r 1 < r 2 then the set of graphs generated by SimParD(r 1 ) for given parameter values is a subset of the set generated by SimParD(r 2 ), and both are subsets of the set generated by SimParD. It can be shown that the set of all graphs produced by the SimParD(0) generator is also NP-hard. In fact, for any xed q, where 0 < q < 1=2, the set of all graphs produced by SimParD(0) having n vertices and maximum clique of size qn, is NP-hard SJ93].
In the following subsections we present the results of running several versions of the approximation algorithms SD and SSD, described above, on these test cases.
Experiments with the SSD and GSD algorithms
The algorithms used in the experiments reported in this section are based on the SD and SSD algorithms described previously, and as described are run on the complemented graphs. We use SSD and a variant of SD which we call GSD (greedy steepest descent) which behaves exactly like SD with the following greedy modi cation when vertices are being added to the clique: if W is the set of eligible vertices to be added, then the vertex in W with highest degree in the subgraph induced by W, is chosen. The algorithm GSD(U; M) consists of running GSD(U) M times, randomly permuting the graph before each repetition, and returning the maximum value found during the M runs. (By a random permutation of the graph we mean a random relabelling of the vertices.) Speci cally, we will look at the performance of the following four algorithms: SSD(;; M), SSD(V; M), GSD(;; M), and GSD(V; M). Tables 6 and 7 show the results of running these algorithms on 200 vertex graphs constructed by SimParD and SimParD(r), respectively. Each line in the table represents an average taken over 20 di erent graphs of the type described: N is the number of vertices, p is the edge density (of the complemented graph), Opt is the value of the max clique (values marked with a * are those which random graphs of the given density are expected to have). For each algorithm we give both the average value obtained over all iterations, and the Max value obtained. The algorithms were run until either 1000 iterations were performed or until the value of the max clique was found. Ignore for the moment the last column. The next to the last column gives the average over the 20 graphs of the largest clique size found by any of the algorithms for each graph. For a given vertex count and edge density, we nd that challenging graphs can only be obtained, using these generators, for a particular range of max clique values. These ranges get larger as the density of the graph increases; they comprise values equal to and larger than the expected size of the maximum clique for random graphs of that size and density. The tables include data for graphs within and around these ranges.
In comparing the results in Table 6 and Table 7 , the main di erence appears to be the markedly worse performance of the GSD(V ) algorithm in Table 7 . There also appears to be an improvement, although less marked, in the performance of the GSD(;) algorithm. Referring back to the overall max column in the tables, it can be seen that collectively the algorithms have a somewhat harder time with the graphs produced by SimParD(r) than with those produced by SimParD. As can be seen from the data, in both tables the values in the overall max column are higher than the maximums of the Max columns for each of the four algorithms. However this e ect is more pronounced in Table 6 . The explanation seems to be that for the graphs in Table 6 , the algorithm GSD(V ), which tends to have the best performance, actually nds the optimum max clique value for many of the graphs, and when it fails to do so the other algorithms still perform quite well. In Table 7 , on the other hand, the best performing algorithms do not nd the optimum with such frequency.
Referring to Table 7 , the SSD(;) algorithm has the best performance at densities 0:5 and 0:7, while GSD(;) does best at the 0:9 density. It can also be seen that the SSD algorithms exhibit in general more variance between the average and max values found during the iterations. This is to be expected since in the SSD algorithm the choice of vertex to add or delete from the clique at each step is less restricted than in GSD, so a wider variety of cliques can be obtained. This suggests that using additional iterations may be more pro table with these algorithms than with the GSD algorithms. Table 8 shows the results of experiments on 400 vertex graphs generated by SimParD(r). Here each line represents the average taken over only 10 graphs with the speci ed parameters values. Because of the slowness of the algorithms SSD(V ), GSD(;), and GSD(V ), these algorithms were again run for only 1000 iterations. (Timing results are discussed below.) The faster SSD(;) algorithm was run for 2000 iterations. From this data it can be seen that the algorithms have more di culty with these larger graphs, especially at the higher densities; this applies even to the 2000 iteration runs of SSD(;). We suspect that the number of iterations must be increased much more than linearly, in order to achieve the same type of performance that was observed with the 200 vertex graphs, when the number of vertices is increased. We observe again the same pattern in the relative performances of the algorithms. SSD(;) and GSD(;) do best, with the former showing an advantage for the lower densities, and the latter for the higher density. Table 9 gives the average time taken by running each algorithm for 100 iterations on several graphs having 200 and 400 vertices and di erent edge densities and max cliques. The experiments were performed on a Next 68040 machine, running at 25MHz. The C code was compiled using the optimize ag. As can be seen, the SSD(;) algorithm is by far the most e cient. Its runtime does vary considerably, however, depending on the type of graph, increasing with edge density, and with the size of the max clique as well, although this fact is not shown in the data. The other three algorithms are considerably slower, and their runtimes vary little with respect to edge density and max clique size. Notice the quadratic behavior evidenced by a quadrupling of the time when the number of vertices is doubled, for each of these algorithms. The SSD(;) algorithm's growth with respect to vertex count is de nitely slower than quadratic but larger than linear. Timings on random graphs showed very similar results for the last three algorithms; SSD(;) was somewhat slower on random graphs than on the constructed graphs, although still much faster than the other algorithms.
Because of the very e cient performance of SSD(;), and its tendency to suddenly come up with a large clique after many iterations yielding small clique sizes, it seemed to be a good candidate for investigating the bene ts of allowing many more iterations of the algorithm. The last column in Tables 6, 7 , and 8 gives the average maximum clique size found after 20000 iterations of SSD(;). It can be seen that a de nite improvement in the clique size is attained, and in some cases the maximum clique size is found where fewer iterations had been insu cient to do so. Table 10 provides additional data for some selected parameters, using 40000 and 80000 iterations. As can be seen, a doubling of the number of iterations appears to produce only a constant increase in the average max clique size returned.
Experiments with the Reinforcement Learning algorithm
We next consider the performance of the SSD RL algorithms on the generated graphs. We concentrate on the SSD RL (;) algorithm, since the SSD RL (V ) algorithm is much slower and preliminary experiments indicate that it does not provide much improvement over the general SSD and GSD algorithms, with respect to the generated graphs.
On the other hand, the SSD RL (;) algorithm performs considerably better on the generated graphs than the algorithms examined in the preceding subsection. This algorithm reduced considerably the range of maximum clique sizes for which challenging 400 vertex graphs (for this algorithm) can be found. Nevertheless, we again nd that because the algorithm depends on randomized trials for its success, increasing the size of the graph makes the probability of success within a reasonable amount of time less likely. Table 11 shows the results of running the algorithm on 400 vertex graphs of density 0:9. Each line represents data computed for 10 graphs of the type described. The Max column gives the average maximum clique value found by the algorithm over the 10 graphs. The Opt Found column speci es the number of graphs (out of the 10) for which the maximum clique was found by the algorithm. Since the performance of this algorithm on the constructed graphs depends to a great extent on the value of the r parameter used in the construction, we provide data for a range of r values for some of the max clique values.
For completeness and comparison we also provide similar data for runs of the benchmark algorithm DMclique on the same graphs. The parameters used with DMclique were setlim = 50 and candnum = 100. As can be seen, for a xed max clique size, the SSD RL (;) algorithm's performance improves as the value of the r parameter is increased, whereas an opposite behavior can be observed for the DMclique algorithm. The latter algorithm is of course much slower, with an average of 203:12 CPU seconds for 100 iterations, on graphs with 400 vertices and density 0:9. The corresponding gure for the SSD RL (;) algorithm is 15:43 seconds. Thus this algorithm is slower than the SSD(;) algorithm, but still much faster than the other three considered in the previous subsection.
Because di erent r values were involved, the four algorithms from the previous subsection were run for 1000 iterations on most of the graphs included in this table (except for the graphs with max clique 85 and r equal to 0 and 1). In no case was the average max value returned by one of these algorithms greater than both the averages reported for SSD RL (;) and DMclique.
We also performed experiments on larger graphs with 800 vertices. These results are presented in Table 12 . Here we see the range of challenging graphs increasing again. For example, notice that for density 0:9, generated graphs with 800 vertices and maximum clique size equal to 140, are challenging for the algorithm; 140 is more than twice the expected clique size for graphs of this density (66). However, graphs of the same density with 400 vertices and maximum clique size 85 are frequently solved by the algorithm within 2000 iterations, whereas 85 is less than twice the expected max clique size for this type of graph (55).
Note the curious fact that for the 0:7 density graphs having maximum clique size equal to 75, the performance of SSD RL (;) worsens as r is increased, in contrast to what was observed with the 400 vertex graphs. Nevertheless for the graphs having maximum clique size equal to 100, the pattern observed with the 400 vertex graphs is repeated. The parameters used for DMclique in the 800 vertex graph runs were candnum = 200; and setlim = 100 for the graphs with max clique equal to 25 and 35, setlim = 70 for those with max 
Experiments with the MFA algorithms
Finally we say a few words about the performance of the MFA algorithm on the generated graphs. We ran quenched MFA with a schedule involving two temperatures, on the 200 vertex graphs, and found that this algorithm almost always returned values lower than those given by the GSD and SSD algorithms, although it occasionally surpassed GSD(V; 1000). Intriguing results were obtained, however, by running the full schedule MFA on some of these graphs. On the graphs with density 0:5 and 0:7, the full schedule MFA returned values only slightly better than those returned by the fast MFA. This agrees with results presented earlier in the paper. However, on the 0:9 density graphs produced by SimParD(r), the faster MFA produced better results, sometimes signi cantly so. In addition, for some of the 0:9 density graphs generated by SimParD, the full schedule MFA returned values which were much better than those returned by the two temperature MFA, in at least one case surpassing the values returned by all the other algorithms. Table 13 presents data collected to investigate this phenomenon. Each triple (avg., min, max) represents the average, min, and max values obtained by running the speci ed algorithm on 10 graphs of the type speci ed. The SimParD(0) graphs appear harder for MFA than those generated by SimParD. Note also that quenched MFA de nitely does better than full MFA on the SimParD(0) graphs. Table 14 reports the results of applying our algorithms to the benchmark graphs. If the maximum clique size was available, it is listed under Opt; these values were either given with the benchmark documentation or calculated using the enumerative algorithm of Carraghan and Pardalos CP90].
Benchmark Tests
If a listed Opt value is in bold-face, then at least one of the tested algorithms found a maximum clique.
Each algorithm, except MFA, was run with the parameter setting M = 1000 (i.e., a maximum of 1000 runs per graph). There was one exception: the run of GSD(;) on the Keller6 graph, which Brief Discussion. GSD(;) performed consistently well, returning the largest clique in several cases, and within signi cantly fewer restarts than SSD-type algorithms. SSD RL (;) performed very well on several of the Sanchis graphs and equaled or outperformed SSD(;) on most graphs, while retaining the e ciency of the latter. MFA-CM was not the sole winner on any graph but when it was tied for rst place, it was the fastest. We now perform some detailed comparisons with other approaches on the benchmark graphs. We rst compare our results with the heuristic algorithm dmclique and an exact branch and bound algorithm dfmax. Table 15 reports these comparisons, on selected benchmark graphs that were not too easy for our algorithms. Our results are pulled out from those reported in Table 14 . The roẁ Opt' indicates the size of the maximum clique of the given graph, if known. A bold-face entry indicates that one of our algorithms found the maximum clique. An asterix indicates that the maximum clique value was not utilized in our experiments. The row`Best' indicates which of our algorithms found the largest clique on the given graph. The row`Size/Time' indicates the size of clique found and time taken by the algorithm listed in row`Best'. If there is an asterix in an entry, then the corresponding algorithm was terminated early on that graph, as it found the maximum clique. The dmclique performance numbers were obtained from experiments conducted by Michael Trick, for the parameter setting that worked fastest in each case. All times are in seconds, and they are scaled to Jagota's machine (SPARC 2) by the mechanism suggested by Michael Trick. (The exception is the time for MFA-CM, which is the elapsed time in seconds on the CM-5.) If there is an asterix in an entry in the row`dmclique' then early termination time for the corresponding run was estimated from statistics provided by Michael Trick on his experiments. In the row dfmax, the running time of dfmax is reported.
The comparisons are only to give some indication of performance, not to draw de nitive conclusions. Some observations may however be made. The row`Best' shows, as might be expected, that di erent heuristic algorithms work best on di erent graphs. dmclique consistently retrieves larger cliques than our individual \best algorithm". However, for the same number of restarts, it is also signi cantly slower. Finally, as might be expected, because dfmax nds the optimum clique, it is often much slower than the others.
We now broaden our comparisons to include many other algorithms presented at the Challenge, while restricting the graphs for the comparisons even further. The plots are prepared from data selected from Table 14 , and from corresponding tables constructed by other researchers. The performance ratio is de ned as the clique size obtained by the algorithm divided by the maximum size of the clique in the given graph. The times in both plots are scaled for the machine on which our SSD RL (;) algorithm was run (SPARC 2) following the method suggested by Michael Trick. Notice that the times are in Log Scale so that even small di erences on this scale are in fact quite large.
The graphs of Figure 1 were chosen because they were relatively hard for our algorithms. In Figure 1 , amongst those listed, dmclique works best but is also the slowest, AtA Gro93] and GSD(V) are next best with AtA being faster, and SSD RL (;) does not work as well but is the fastest.
The graphs of Figure 2 were chosen because on them one of our algorithms, SSD RL (;), worked very well and we wanted to see how other algorithms did in comparison. It is certainly a biased comparison. In Figure 2 , amongst those listed, SSD RL (;), LP BCCP93], and dmclique worked best (performance ratio equal to one), with running times increasing in the order the algorithms are listed above. The performance ratio of GSD(V) was quite poor. The performance ratios of 
Conclusions and Discussion
We rst summarize the main accomplishments of our work on the DIMACS Challenge. We have sped up the MFA algorithm by implementing it on the Connection Machine CM-5 and by evaluating a fast two-temperature annealing schedule that works well. We have designed and continually re ned our Sanchis test case generators, and extensively tested MFA, SSD, SSD RL , and GSD on them. SSD RL (;) has found the maximum clique on many graphs from these generators, even on improved versions. We have designed and evaluated SSD RL , a new variant of SSD. We have evaluated all our heuristic algorithms on benchmark graphs and compared our results with those of others. We now focus our discussion onto three speci c issues.
Complexity and Scaling. For an N-vertex graph, all our algorithms use (N 2 ) words of memory, independent of the edge-density of the graph. This has turned out to be a bottleneck on the only machine (NeXT) that we currently have available. In particular, for 4000-vertex graphs excessive swapping causes the machine to become dysfunctional. The largest graph on which we report results has 2000 vertices. On the other hand, our algorithms use very regular data structures (matrices and vectors) which is in part why they are so easy to implement on massively parallel SIMD machines and should be able to handle larger graphs on them. Running time appears to be less of a problem, at least for SSD(;) and SSD RL (;), both of which terminate in order of mNc sequential steps, where m is the number of restarts, N the number of vertices, and c the size of the largest clique in the graph. Edge density is not a factor.
The Neural Network Framework. We begin by restating the following point: like simulated annealing, both MFA and SSD are general purpose and problem independent algorithms. The information about which problem they solve (Maximum Clique in our case) is encoded only in the weight matrix W and the bias vector I. These can be easily set up for many other problems. For instance, SSD may be viewed as a randomized heuristic algorithm for Maximum Clique. However, more generally, it is a randomized heuristic algorithm for energy descent on the energy function induced by arbitrary W and I. Furthermore, the neural network framework o ers a uniform way of discovering and describing such energy minimizing algorithms. (As one concrete example, the idea of incorporating reinforcement learning into SSD was inspired by thinking about neural networks.) Though not readily apparent, from this view point, even MFA and SSD are closely related: the continuous energy function of MFA approaches, in a certain limit, the discrete energy function of SSD.
A Society of Algorithms. As a guiding principle in the search for new fast heuristic algorithms, to us, complimentarity is more important than robustness. Since the maximum clique problem is hard, fast heuristic algorithms are often necessary to use in practice. However it is unreasonable to expect any particular heuristic algorithm to always work best. It is certainly reasonable to expect that di erent heuristic algorithms will work better on di erent kinds of graphs. This motivates their organization into a society of quasi-orthogonal ones, a distributed algorithm better than any one of its constituents. Such a distributed algorithm may also, potentially, be easily distributed onto multiple computers. In our case, a society could be composed of all our algorithms that performed best on individual graphs in Table 14 (also see Table 15 ). On the benchmarks, this society found a maximum clique in 15 of the 30 graphs in which the maximum clique size was known. 
